BATTERY-POWERED TENSIONER
FOR CORD STRAP
THE BC2040

Greenbridge’s BC2040
battery‑powered tensioner for cord
strap tool produces tighter, safer
and more secure package loads.
The BC2040 makes palletizing
and unitizing medium to heavy
loads a breeze with the use of cord
strapping and wire buckles. Softer

Press down on
top lever to load
and cut cord
strapping

and safer cord strapping is easier on
your hands, packages and contents.
Your customers will appreciate their
shipments arriving with less product
damage strapped securely with cord
strapping verses other methods
of packaging.

BEST IN CLASS!

FEATURES
n	Tool

n	Secures
n	Easy

strapping via a wire buckle

to use, two‑step basic operation

n	Strong,
n

The BC2040 pulls up to
2200 lbs. of tension

tensions and cuts cord strapping

reliable, heavy‑duty metal construction

Very low maintenance

Wire buckle
closures retain
tension
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For cord up to
1.5" wide +
.055 thick
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LET’S GET DOWN TO BUSINESS.
BC2040 TOOL SPECS

SPECIFICATIONS
Maximum Tension
Tensioning Speed
Tool Length
Tool Width
Tool Height
Tool Weight
Strap Thickness

2200 lbs
216"/second
13"
4.5"
6.3"
11 lbs.
For cord up to 1.5" wide and .024" to .055" thick

Service Is Everything
Your BC2040 not working as it
should? Contact Greenbridge.
We’ll service your tool and get it
back up and running.

ACCESSORIES

It’s what we do. Gladly.

The BC2040 comes with two
batteries and a charger.
Pneumatic air version available.

ABOUT GREENBRIDGE
Founded in 1974 as Polychem, we rebranded in April 2021 as Greenbridge to reflect our commitment to
providing proactive solutions to customers across North America seeking to achieve more sustainable,
high‑performing operations. Our early reputation was based on our quality polyester, polypropylene
and cord strapping. Today, years of growth and strategic acquisitions have made Greenbridge a
leading end‑of‑line packaging supplier, with integrated solutions that encompass tools, equipment,
systems, and services that help tame the most challenging supply chains.

Greenbridge is committed to the safety of our team, the quality of our products and services, investing in
continuous improvement, advancing the circular economy, and fostering sustainable customer success.

It’s easy to find a supplier to
sell you a tool.
It’s another thing to find one eager
to provide service after the sale.
Talk to Greenbridge.
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Scan for instant
access to the
manual via
smart phone.

